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Abstract

This bibliography records books and historical publications about the UNIX operating system, and UNIX programming tools. It mostly excludes networks and network programming, which are treated in a separate bibliography, internet.bib. This bibliography was started from material in postings to the sunflash list, volume 46, number 17, October 1992, and volume 57, number 29, September 1993, by Samuel Ko (e-mail: kko@fraser.sfu.ca), and then significantly extended by the present author. Entry commentaries are largely due to S. Ko.

General UNIX texts

[AL92a, AL95a, AL95b, AA86, Ari92, Bou90a, Chr83a, Chr88a, CR94, Cof90, Coh94, Dun91b, Gar91, Gi92a, Gi92c, Hah93, Hah94, HA90, Hol92, KL94, LY93, LR89a, LL83a, MM83a, Mik89, MBL89, NS92, NH91, POLo93, PM87, RRF90, RRF93, RRH94, Rus91, Sob89, Sob91, Sob95, Sou92, TY82a, Tim93, Top90a, Top90b, Val92b, SSC93, WMP92]

Catalogs and book lists

[O’R93, Spu92, Wri93]
Communications software
[Cam87, dC87, dCG93, Gia90]

Compilers
[DS88, JL78, Joh79, JL87a, LS79, LMB92, MB90, SF85]

Database
[Rod90a]

Dictionaries
[MP93, Ray91, SD93, WC93]

Document preparation and typesetting
[BR87, BBM85, Geh87, MM90a]
See also the extensive bibliographies about the TeX typesetting system available via anonymous ftp from ftp.math.utah.edu in pub/tex/bib.

Editors
[CR91, CoL92, Fin91, Hew90, Lam90, RB92a, SBA92a, Sta93]

Electronic Mail and Netnews
[FA89, FA94, Har95, LP95]

Graphics files
[BS94, Lev94, Mv94]

History
[AT&T86a, AT&T86b, Cat91, RT74, RT79]

Linux
[BBD+96, BF97, HP+95, Kir95a, Kir95b, PR96, Sob97, SU94b, SU95, SUM95, TGB95, TG96, VRJ95, VRJ96, VRJ97, VRFJ97b, VRFJ97c, Wel94, Wt95a, Wt+95, Wt95b, WK95, WK96, Ygg94, Lin94]

Manuals
[AT&T83a, AT&T83b, AT&T86c, AT&T86m, AT&T86k, AT&T86g, AT&T86b, AT&T86a]

Networking and communications
[ACH91, CB94, Gil93, HH94, KW89, Kro92, NS94, RR95b, RW92, Ste91, Ste90b, TD91, TO92]
See also the extensive bibliographies in [Bee93, Qua93].

Portability
[Jac89b, Lap87a, Top90a, X/O88c, X/O88a, X/O88d, X/O88b, X/O89b, X/O89c, X/O89a]
See also entries in the POSIX section below.

POSIX
[BMR94, CG95a, CLJC95, DDL94, Eck91, FGP+91, GL91, Gal95, IEE86, IEE88, KMK92, LL93a, LL93b, LL95, Lew91, Mee95, QW93, RAMP94, Rze93, Woo94, Zlo91]
Programming

[Am89, AKW88, Ber92, Cam87, Cop92, Cur90, Dou91, ET92, ES90, HK82, HS84, HS87a, HS91, HS95, HS87b, Hor92, Hum85, Jae85, Jae86, Jae89a, Jae89b, Jae91, Jae93, Jae94a, Jae94b, KP84a, KR88, Lap87a, Lib93, Lip91, OT91, Oua91, Paj92, Pla92, RS90, Roc85, Sch91a, Sch91b, Sch94, SR95, Ste92b, Str86b, Str91, TG89, Val92a, Van88, WP90, WS92, War85, Yag91]

Programming languages: Perl

[DP95, Ger92, Qui95, Sch93, Til95, WS92]

Programming languages: Tcl and Tk

[Am95, Inf95, Lib94, Ous94, SSC95, Wal95b, Wel95]

Programming languages: Awk

[AKW88, Dou91]

Programming languages: C

[Am89, Cam87, Cur90, Dar88, GSN90, HK82, HS84, HS87a, HS91, HS95, Hor90a, Hum85, Jae85, Jae86, Jae89a, Jae89b, Jae91, Jae94a, Jae94b, KP88, Lap87a, Lev94, Lib93, Oua91, RS90, SGN88, Sch91a, TGS89, Val92a, Van88, WP90, War85]

Programming languages: C++

[Cop92, Eck93, ES90, Jae93, Lev94, Lip91, Ope94, Sch91b, SSC93, Str86b, Str91, You92a]

Programming languages: Icon

[GG86, GG83, GG90]

Security

[Arn93, Cur92, Far90, GS91, HM91, HR91, RG91, St089, WK85]

Shells

[AA86, Ari92, Art90, Art94, BK89, BK95, KW90, Olc92, Ous94, Ros91, Sou94, Val92b, Wel95]

Solaris

[BMS95, Coc94, GGM93, Gra95, HG95a, HA93, KLM92, Led94, Lei95, OH93a, OH93b, OK94, Pew93, SSC93, Sun93b, Sun93a, Sun93c, Sun93d, Sun95, Tut93, Win93a, Win93b]

Standardization

[Am89, IEE86, X/O88c, X/O88a, X/O88d, X/O88b, X/O89b, X/O89c, X/O89a]

System administration

[AT&T86k, BS91, BMS95, BB93, Coc94, CAR93, Cur92, FHS91, Fox85, Fri91, Glen92]
HG95a, Hun92, HH91, Kir95a, Kir95b, Lou90a, MP92, Mui95, NSS89a, NSSH95, Ram94, Win93a, Win93b

**UNIX internals**

[Bac86a, GC94, Gra95, LMKQ89a, MBKQ96]

**X Window System**

[Ado93, AS93, AS90, Bar91a, Bea93, Ber91, Bra92, BM92, Flf94, Gra94, Gre92, Har94, He99a, He99b, He99a, JR99, JR92, JR93, Joh92, Jon92, Kik94, Kim95, Koh91, Lee92, Man93a, Man93b, McM92, McM92, Mik90, Mik92, Mil90b, MP92, New92, Nye89a, Nye88a, NO90a, OT88, OQL88, O'R90b, Ope91a, Ope91b, Ope91c, Ope94, Par93, QO90, Rei93, RR92, Ros90, Ros93b, SGN88, Sch89, Seb94, She93b, Smi92, Sou94, Wom94, Yag91, You98, You90a, You90b, You92a, YP92, You95]

**Title word cross-reference**

+ [GS99, Ste01a]. 3 [PH87]. **$39.95** [Sch04]. **$44.99** [Sta07b]. **$49.95** [Jen05]. **$49.99** [Hid04, Tho05]. **$59.99** [Koh06]. **$89** [Gra88]. = [Ste01e]. +[FPG89]. φ [Cap87]. × [Hun99].

**-Compiler** [PKP05]. **-dienste** [WF03]. **-fully** [FPG89]. **-me** [Daw86].

/AIXtra [AIX91].

0 [Hid04, Koh06, Sch04, Sta07b, Tho05]. **0-13-101415-3** [Hid04]. **0-13-144853-6** [Tho05]. **0-13-167984-8** [Sta07b]. **0-596-00482-6** [Sch04]. **0-7821-4428-4** [Koh06]. '03 [ACM03]. **046** [Sav11]. '05 [MS05].

1 [Jen05, The91, She03]. 1-**59327-036-4** [Jen05]. 1-GHz [Ano03c]. 1.0 [Coc01b]. 1.1 [NS94]. 1.x [KGG00]. 10 [Cal06, Cal09, DAW06, JDB09, MMO7, MMGM87, SG06, Sao17, VEA10, VSC+10]. 10.x [Pon96]. 11 [Bor14, Cod86, Ern11, JJ12, Ros78, SHLR80]. 11.x [Pon99b, Pon99a]. 11/780 [Cod86, SHLR80]. 11i [Pon05a, TOML04, CM04, Pon01, Pon03, SRW04]. 11th [IEE94c]. 12-step [Mil01]. 12th [MS05]. 1394 [Ale00]. 15th [NIS92]. 1899 [Ame89]. 1990s [MtV+90]. 19th [ACM03]. 1st [MM06a]. 1Z0 [Ern11, Sav11]. 1Z0-046 [Sav11]. 1Z0-821 [Ern11].

2 [Com00, Com03, Gab07, Ger92, Goe07, Jos97, LMOT02, MK04, Pon05a, Pow84, Th03, TNY94, Wil11, Woc04]. 2.* [OH93a, OH93b]. 2.0 [BF03, Bol01, Coc01c, Koc09, McN99a, Swe01a]. 2.0.1 [ISO05]. 2.1 [CV00]. 2.1.5 [Ano96a]. 2.2 [Ano00b, Bra04, VBD00, VBD01]. 2.2.6 [Ano98a]. 2.4 [Cal0a]. 2.6 [BS05, PTS+14, TCM07]. 2.x [HG95a, Gra95]. 200 [Cat08, Cal09, SG06]. 2000 [Brut02, FP+91, Har00, MYH00, Sha00a, War01]. 2003 [ACM03, Ano03e]. 2004 [ACM04]. 2006 [MM06a]. 2011 [Ano11, Gre11]. 202 [SG06]. 22-26 [McK97b]. 23600 [ISO05]. 24th [Mil84]. 26th [Mil84]. 2D [GL06, Th006b]. 2e [Str94]. 2nd [Ano86, Ano00a, Wei93].

3 [And09, CC07, Gra05, HBG+06a, HBG+06b, Hid04, ML09, TV04, Wai95a]. 3-D [Wal95a]. 3.0 [ER01]. 3.1 [HHV05]. 32-Bit [Ano02c, Ano98a, Che94, Cus92]. 370 [FMM84]. 37th [IEE04]. 3D [Gla92, Rul96, SML06].
4 [AH11, G^{+}06a, Jen05, Koh06]. 4.0 [Ano02b, Ano03g, Mat07b]. 4.1c [Lar83].
4.2 [Cod86, Daw86]. 4.2BSD [QSP85]. 4.3 [CTR99, Kri91, LMKQ99, McK91, McK92a].
4.3-BS
d Unix-Betriebssystem [LMKQ90]. 4.3BSD [LMKQ98a, LMKQ98b, MKL85, QSP85]. 4.4 [Ano98a, Hus92, McK92b].
4.2BSD [Com94b, Daw96, QSP85]. 4.3 [CTJ99, Kri91, LMKQ90, McK91, McK92a].
4.3BSD [LMKQ98a, LMKQ89b, MKL85, QSP85]. 4.4 [Ano98a, Hus92, McK92b].
4.2BSD [Com94b, Com94c, Com94d, Com95e, Com94f, Com94g, MKQ96, PW94].
4.3 BSD-Lite [Com94b]. 4.4 [Gal93].
4.4-BS
d [Com94b].
4.4BSD-Lite [Com94b]. 4.a [Gal93].
4.x [Siv03].
400 [DuC94, HR94].
440 [R02].
48-Bit [Rob82].
4th [Sch04].
5 [Ano02b, War05]. 5.2 [Hab01, JH00, Lew01, P+08]. 5.7 [dR15]. 5L [Mly09].
6 [Hon06, Sch04, Tho05, TU06, We95]. 6.1 [HS99]. 6.2 [Mat07a]. 6000 [Cer96, CMR^{+}90, CBH^{+}92, Kel96, Lei96a, Tip92].
622 [Lev98, RRR98]. 64 [Gig96]. 64-Bit [Cha06, Ano03c]. 6th [Ano95f, Lio96].
7 [HS00, Hon08, Neg01, Rob99a, Rob99b, Hau90, Win99]. 7.1 [Bar01c]. 7.2 [BW02].
771 [BG97], 780 [Cod86, SHLR80]. 7th [Ano93m, Gue87].
8 [Ano03a, Bus02, Gre02, Neg02, Rov78, Smi99, Sob03, St80b, Wat02, Win01]. 8.13 [CJS94]. 80 [Cox83]. 819.188 [McK91, McK92a]. 819.209 [Swi91].
819.235 [McK92b, MK96, McK96, McK97b, McK97a].
821 [Ear11]. 86 [Ano86, BBJ86]. 8th [IEE83].
9 [Cal03, Doc03, Gan08, MGK^{+}03, Siv03, WN02, Win02a]. 9000 [Pon05a]. 91 [IEE91b]. 93 [ACM93]. 94 [IEE94c]. 95 [Fos96, Fre98, Mer97, WS96]. 95/NT [Fre98]. 99 [PKP05]. 9X [Ano95a, GMB93].
= [Ano92c].
Aaron [Sch04]. abound [Too11]. Absolute [Luc02, Luc03a, Luc08, Luc13a, Luc18a].
abstract [Hol82, LGJS91, Str82]. academic [Ano95a]. Academy [ML02b].
Accelerating [Chu98]. Acceleration [IBM05]. Access [Ano92b, Law98, Sat90, Hu86, Luc13b, McN00, Wei97]. Accidental [Ray99a, Ray01b]. accommodates [YHR92].
according [DD05]. Accreditation [HG95b]. Accurate [Hin88]. achieving [WTKW08].
Acid [Lew99b, Reh03]. ACM [ACM03, ACM04, IEE02, MS05].
ACM-SIAM [ACM97]. acoustic [Kaz05]. acronyms [Lev96]. Across [Moo00b, RT93, Xia97]. Action [Jan08, NR03]. activations [SS95].
ActiveX [Kro99]. activities [UN193]. Acumen [Kro99]. A
d [ACM93, Ano95a, Ano95a, GMB93, IEE92a, SHLR80, Ska94, Wan90]. adaptable [SAN08]. Adapter [ZST07]. Adaptive [AS95, HK89, SJP^{+}99]. addicts [Mii01].
Adding [AR07, Ano95c, Ano03a]. Address [CLFL94]. Addressing [FA89, FA94, Lit80]. adds [Ano03e]. Administering [Ram94].
Administration [AT&T86k, Arc93, Baut03, Bor14, Cam04, CDD00, FHS91, Fri91, Fri03, Gag01, GA04, HP98, Hum92, Hum00a, Hum00c, Hum00h, Hum01, Hum02b, HH91, JDB99, JF12, Kc98, Mc92, NSS99, NSSH95, NSS^{+}01, NSHA02, NSHA9b, O^{+}98, Ass99a, Pon98, Pon99b, Pon99a, Pon99b, Pon99a, Wei04, AT07, Ano93m, Aui01, Bro97, Cal06, Cal08, Cal09, Col02, De87, FSS99, GJ08, Han01, Har80, Kc00, Lev02, Max02, NSHA06, NSHA10, Pon96, Pon03, Pon05a, Pon05b, Re00, Ron05b, Sha00b, Sha01, Smi01, SS01, SS02, SS00, Tay03, TB05, WAG98, Zad01, AT&T86i].
Administrator [Aui96, BS91, Ear11, Kap99, Kir95a, Kir95b, Mag04, Moh99, MP92, Mui95, SG06, San07, ...
Wat02, Wei98, Win01, BDP05, BDH00, Che99, Che02, DRP01, HG95a, KD00, MM00, Par00, Pon94, Pon97c, Win93a, Win93b, Win90, Bus02, Doc03, Gre02.

Administrators
[BMS95, Bia99, BDD+06, Chu98, Cur92, FT09, HSM03, Mic08, MYH00, Sha00a, KCTT06, Kom96, Man01, MY03, SHN97].

Administrieren
[Ano03b, Bia99, BDD+06, Chu98, Cur92, FT09, HSM03, Mic08, MYH00, Sha00a, KCTT06, Kom96, Man01, MY03, SHN97].

Admins
[Jan03].

Adopt
[Sta05b].

Adoption
[Ksh04, CM06, Che97].

Adopts
[Bar01b].

Advanced
[Bor14, Cop92, DH05, Gar99, Gay00a, HH91, JL16, MRM06, MB03, MOS01, OH05, Reh03, Roc85, Roc04, Ron05a, Smi02b, Ste92b, SR04, SR05, SR08, SR13, Ste92c, Win01, GS99, KPT+02, LK00, Wil11, Win93a, LS87].

Advantages
[Cha06].

Adventure
[Lei96c, Lei96d].

Adventures
[RW92].

advice
[Mon95].

Aerospace
[IEE91a].

Aecting
[Rib89].

Again
[Gar97].

Against
[Kar92].

Agent
[HP98, dSvLTO2].

Agents
[Dat14, Jon02, Tho95].

Aglets
[Jon02].

Ago
[Sal97, Sal99, Sal00a, Sal00b, Sal03].

Agreement
[Gar97].

Aid
[HP98, AEG+91].

Aids
[Fra78].

airs
[Ano91b].

AIX
[HS04, Kuo99, LS87, Ano96b, BGJ01, CTJ99, Cer96, CMR+90, CBH+92, Cha98, Cohl94, DeR97, IBM88, AIX91, Kel96, Lei96a, Mil99, Mly90, Q+11, Sau17, WBSK97].

AIX/6000
[Cer96, Kel96, Lei96a].

AIXtra
[Ano91b].

aktuelleInformationen
[Luc03b].

Alaska
[CLJC95].

Alexandria
[MS05].

Algebra
[uRH95, uRH96].

algorithm
[BW94b, MAT08, Thu68, YHR92, BG97, Lev98, RRR84].

Algorithms
[ACM97, KP99, SB97, JL96].

alike
[Hol82].

all-in-one
[Du114].

Allegro
[Kem91].

aller
[DF00].

Alliance
[Garg97, Lee98].

Alloc
[KSU94].

Allocation
[Koc87, Mly09].

Almost
[Ste01c].

Alpha
[ST03].

Altera
[Ano03c].

Alternative
[Cod86, GLG93].

Alternatives
[Pug88c].

Am29000
[Man92].

AMD
[Ano03c, PW94].

amendment
[Ame94].

American
[You92b, Ame89].

AML
[Env97a].

Amoeba
[MvT+90].

among
[Anoxx].

Analysis
[Aki92, Ano02c, BBH18, BP91, DB95, LWL05, She03, Smi02a, SD95, WB92, Ano03d, CH96, FAB+07, HRS+10, Kaz05, KMV+09, LWL06, Mel87, MK92a, MK92b, ODH+85, RS14, Win13].

Analyst
[Nor99a, L+11].

analytic
[DD05].

Analytical
[Ran88].

Analyzer
[Ano03f, LS79, Ano03d, Pax88].

analyzes
[Ano03c].

Analyzing
[Fac02].

ando
[DF91, MO01].

Android
[SFE10].

Android-Powered
[SFE10].

Anecdotes
[TLR89, TBGE89].

animation
[PH87, ZL10].

Annotated
[ES90, Mc187].

Announces
[Ano03f, Bar00b, Ano03d, Ano03c].

annoyances
[Jan06a].

Annual
[ACM97, Ano93i].

Ansatz
[Dav97].

ANSI
[Ame89, PKP05, Ban88, BBD91, Kut02, PKP05, Pug88a].

Answer
[BW94a, TG89, LM91].

Ant
[ZK05].

anthology
[HA95a, HA95b, HA96].

Anwender
[TBR93].

Anwenderhandbuch
[Ron05a].

Anwendung
[Bor01, PKP05, WF03, GA04].

Anwendungen
[PKP05].

anything
[SAN08].

Aonix
[Kre99].

Apache
[Aul01, Gab07, G+06b, Hmun01, LW03, Reh03, TSC02].

API
[Ame94, IEE92a, IEE92b, Mer01, SFR04].

APIs
[Ste98].

APP
[Mil93].

Apparatus
[WS778].

AppForce
[Ano03d].

Apple
[Ano02b, Ano03c, Gem05].

AppleScript
[Ros06].

AppleTalk
[Lun96].

appliances
[S+07].

Application
[AJ05, Ano02b, Bea93, IK83, JT98, KSVQ4, Roe02, Ste90a, Ver98, Ame94, Ano03d, Fac02, FAB+07, Gab07, Gov08, IEE92a, IEE92b, JPS00, JT05, Jon05, SSB95, Sun93a, Thi99, DD05].

application-layer
[Ano03d].

Application-Level
[KSU94].

Applications
[AT&T86a, AT&T86b, AT&T86c, AT&T86d, AT&T86e].
Abb03, Ano02a, Ano02b, Asb00, Bol99, Bö01, Dun91b, GM02, GS01, Har94, IEE91b, JR89, JR90, KR92, Ke090, Loz05b, LMT78, Mar04, MCM06, NHHW94, RW92, RT93, Sr601, Shi92, SS03, WLL96, You89, You09b, YP92, Ano94b, Ano95f, Bro98, BWG04, Cha11, CS93, CS96b, Da099, Da092, DH96, FGP91, GS02, GB01, GM708, Hen92, Ivi95, Cor05a, MHS02, RS14, SML06, Seb94, ST603, Spe00, Swi91, Yeo05, ZGdDL96.

Applied [Kur94, Kur97, War85].

Approach [Cox09, FKM95, KmWH10, Mud97, New92, AGP92, Ang97, Ang99, Com12, DD05, Hal06, Hal07, Hon08, Joh05, RFS05, RFS06, SML06, Sin07, van83].

Appropriate [Jos95].

Approximating [HKT05].

Apps [Wal97].

April [Ano93f, IEE94b, McK92a, Swi91].

ARC [En97a, En97b].

ARC/INFO [En97a, En97b].

Architect [Cr02].

Architecting [Bl099].

Architecture [Buy99, CS91c, Dun91b, JZTB98, KG012, MM01a, AP92, CS96a, Gra95, Ke096, KS08, Mau08, MM07, Vre03, Wil98].

Architectures [HD02, LC90, Sch94, IEE91b, PN04, RFS05, RF06, Sin01, TF04, Lu090].

argue [An95c].

Arithmetic [Tom04, Di93, LM01, LM02].

ARM [Jor04, GNB16, Jor04, TTB99].

ARM-based [Jor04].

ARM-basiender [Jor04].

arrays [dVd93].

arsenal [Blu09].

Art [Ano93d, Dec93, Ray94, HK05, Hin88, WB06, Zd05].

Articles [NCNS82, Hub96].

Artifacts [Too09].

artist [Ham07].

artists [Ham07].

AS/400 [HR94].

Asbestos [Lew99a].

ASCII [Mud97].

Asian [CM06].

Aske [Tim93, Pub11, Vix11].

askew [Mon95].

Assembly [Dun90].

assistant [WT91].

Association [SD95].

Assumption [KF94].

Assuring [AH11].

AT&T [Bas87, Bas87, AT&T86a, AT&T86b, AT&T86c, AT&T86d].

Atomic [Ano03f].

Attack [Lto05a, Ras07].

attacks [Ch92].

attribute [Wei97].

attributed [van83].

Audacity [JP99].

audio [Ran06].

audit [Ano93a, Gro93].

Aufgaben [Die11].

August [USE90].

ausgereifte [Bra04].

Australia [Tob90].

Authentication [Bel18, ZG96, Gan08].

Author [Jae96].

authoring [Wei95].

authorization [GJ05].

Authorized [The02, Jos97].

Autoconf [VETT00, Cal10].

Automate [VETT00, Cal10].

Automated [BY96, CDD+07, Des96, LL93a, Lut99, CJBT92].

Automatic [GJ05, FM02, JL96].

Automating [Ano94, KM95, Lith94, PLHM08].

automaton [Lum13, Ros06].

automatisieren [RB06].

Automounter [PW94, Zad01].

Autotools [Cal10].

Availability [IBM90a, Woy01, Ivi95, Koe98].

Available [BWL94a, Sat90, Kop05].

Avilion [Kro99].

Awards [Pin99].

Aware [XYZ+10, MHS02].

Away [Sta07a].

awesome [Gri14].

Awk [McN99b, Sta89, Dou91, PWC00, Rob02b, Rob02a, AKW88, AKWA89, An05, Kaz05, Lev83, Mor89, Art99, Bia02, Bia04, Sta99, An00c, DF91, DR97, Pat99].

Axis [Dou02].

B [JK73, MP85, Tho72].

Baan [Kro99].

Back [Ano92b, Wei90].

Back-Office [Ano92b].

Backbone [HW+02].

backplane [IEE91b].

BackTrack [AH11].

Backup [An00a, Pre99, Pre07, SKB00].

Bad [BK13].

Balance [TG98].

Balancing [HBD97, HCG+82, Koe99, Mon90a, BGW93].

Baltimore [ITC93, IEE90, NIS92].

BarbequeTRM [BMF15].

Bargain [Rol03].

Bargain-Basement [Rol03].

Barrier [Che97].

BASAR [Th95].

Base [Coe01h, ISO05, LMT78, Dup05, RS14, Cor09a, Yes05].

Based [AISS98, Al94, Ano92c, Bar86, Chr90, CP9+98, GVK+03, HCG+82, Koe87, KKF+84, OT07, PNK02, TOM04, Ves88, Ano98a, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano06a, CM06].

attacks [Ch92].

attribute [Wei97].

attributed [van83].

Audacity [JP99].

audio [Ran06].

audit [Ano93a, Gro93].

Aufgaben [Die11].

August [USE90].

ausgereifte [Bra04].

Australia [Tob90].

Authentication [Bel18, ZG96, Gan08].

Author [Jae96].

authoring [Wei95].

authorization [GJ05].

Authorized [The02, Jos97].

Autoconf [VETT00, Cal10].

Automate [VETT00, Cal10].

Automated [BY96, CDD+07, Des96, LL93a, Lut99, CJBT92].
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Grundlagen [DF00, GA04, SU94a, Str94, SE96]. GTK [DF00, Gri00], GTK-Versionen [DF00].

Guest [Rit88c, BB99].

Dal99, Dal02, Fla94, Gar99].

Guide [AA86, Ano06b, AS90, Bar91a, BS01, BS91, BM95, Bia99, BBM85, BD94, BÖ+06, CR02, Cam87, C+03, Cov06, Cur92, DG00, Doc03, Ern11, Gag01, GM02, Gil93, Gre02, GBG97, Han93, Han86, Har95, Hew93, Hew90, Hol92, Hom1, Ke90, KL94, Kir95a, Kir95b, Kob99, Kro92, Lat02, Led94, LB96, Luc02, Man93b, Mar10, McC02, MP92, NS92, NS94, NDW93, NZW+02, NH91, The02, OQL88, The91, Ope91a, Ope91c, OH05, Ooe91, PDG02, Pal96, Pew93, PO90, PO91, PO93b, RR95, RR99, RR93a, RR95b, RB92a, RB92b, Rod87, Ros89, Ros93b, Rus91, SG06, Sha00a, Shi92, SR95, Sob89, Sob91, Sob95, Sob97, Sob99, Sob03, Sou94, Sun95, TV04, TY82a, TY82b, TNY92, TNY94, TNO90, Tra96, TS97, Val92b, Wat02, Win01].

Guidebook [Dun91a, Gra04, Gra06b].

Guide [X/O88c, X/O88a, X/O88l, X/O88b, X/O89b, X/O89c, X/O89a, You90a, vHW03, vHW06, Ame90b, Ame90a, APK99, Ano85, Ano96b, ACS98, Bah09, Bar04, BGOJ, BDP05, BM02, Bir05a, BP09, Cal10, Car89, Cer96, Che99, Che02, Chi02, Coo99a, Coo99b, Coo99c, Coo99d, DRP01, Das01, DeR97, Den04, Eck11, Fei02, GGM93, Goo07, Gra05, Hah09, HP01, Han07, Han08, Han11, HG959, HG95a, Jac99, Jan04, Jos97, Kee05, KD00, Kir99, Kon96, Kon12, Kut02, LK00, LD13, Lew91, Lov10, Luc08, Lyo08, MM00, Man91, Max02, Mit01, Mon95, ML02b, Nor99b, OK94, PS94, Par00, PM10, Pet01a, PO99, Raj98, Reh05, Ric95, RR96, Ros06, Sha00b, Sha01, S+07, Sob06, SS06, Son87, SS00, Sun93a, Sun93b, Sun93d, TR99, Tom11, Top02a, Top05, Tut93, Wa101b].

guide [War02, Wil11, Win93a, Win93b, Win99, Win00, WND097, W+99, WS96, Zlo91, AT&T86o, AT&T86p, HCF+94].

Guidebook [Dun91a, Gra04, Gra06b].

Guile [Coc01a].

GUIs [Dal99, Dal02, Fla94, Gar99].

GUIDE [AA86, Ano06b, AS90, Bar91a, BS01, BS91, BM95, Bia99, BBM85, BD94, BÖ+06, CR02, Cam87, C+03, Cov06, Cur92, DG00, Doc03, Ern11, Gag01, GM02, Gil93, Gre02, GBG97, Hal93, Han86, Har95, Hew93, Hew90, Hol92, Hom1, Ke90, KL94, Kir95a, Kir95b, Kob99, Kro92, Lat02, Led94, LB96, Luc02, Man93b, Mar10, McC02, MP92, NS92, NS94, NDW93, NZW+02, NH91, The02, OQL88, The91, Ope91a, Ope91c, OH05, Ooe91, PDG02, Pal96, Pew93, PO90, PO91, PO93b, RR95, RR99, RR93a, RR95b, RB92a, RB92b, Rod87, Ros89, Ros93b, Rus91, SG06, Sha00a, Shi92, SR95, Sob89, Sob91, Sob95, Sob97, Sob99, Sob03, Sou94, Sun95, TV04, TY82a, TY82b, TNY92, TNY94, TNO90, Tra96, TS97, Val92b, Wat02, Win01].

Guidebook [X/O88c, X/O88a, X/O88l, X/O88b, X/O89b, X/O89c, X/O89a, You90a, vHW03, vHW06, Ame90b, Ame90a, APK99, Ano85, Ano96b, ACS98, Bah09, Bar04, BGOJ, BDP05, BM02, Bir05a, BP09, Cal10, Car89, Cer96, Che99, Che02, Chi02, Coo99a, Coo99b, Coo99c, Coo99d, DRP01, Das01, DeR97, Den04, Eck11, Fei02, GGM93, Goo07, Gra05, Hah09, HP01, Han07, Han08, Han11, HG959, HG95a, Jac99, Jan04, Jos97, Kee05, KD00, Kir99, Kon96, Kon12, Kut02, LK00, LD13, Lew91, Lov10, Luc08, Lyo08, MM00, Man91, Max02, Mit01, Mon95, ML02b, Nor99b, OK94, PS94, Par00, PM10, Pet01a, PO99, Raj98, Reh05, Ric95, RR96, Ros06, Sha00b, Sha01, S+07, Sob06, SS06, Son87, SS00, Sun93a, Sun93b, Sun93d, TR99, Tom11, Top02a, Top05, Tut93, Wa101b].

guide [War02, Wil11, Win93a, Win93b, Win99, Win00, WND097, W+99, WS96, Zlo91, AT&T86o, AT&T86p, HCF+94].

Guidebook [Dun91a, Gra04, Gra06b].

Guile [Coc01a].

GUIs [X/O89c].

Hack [Ano95c].

Habits [Mil01].

Hack [Chi02].

Hack [CB94, CBR03, MD09, RR03a, Ray91, RS93, Sou94, Ste92a, TR99].

Hackers [HM91].

Hacking [HLK01, Kra07, Kon97].

Hacks [Lav04, ORC06, Fli03, Kra07, PB05, Ran04, Ran06, VJ06].

Hall [Hid04, Sta07b, Tho05].

Hallinan [Sta07b].

Handbook [Ano00a, Bra04, DFK94, EDK00, Hab01, Har95, HR91, HH91, KC98, Lew01, MD09, NSS9a, NSS95, NSS+01, NSH02, NSS9b, Nor99a, Ponz98, Ponz99a, Ponz00, Ponz01, Ron05a, Smi00a, War05, AK+07, Ban98, BDH00, Chi10, Du94, Fia00, GW94, Han01, Har01, Har00, Jos99, Ker10, KC00, NSH06, NSH010, Ponz02a, Ponz03].

Handbuch [WF03, Bra04].

Handling [BJ01, GVK+03, Ren97, RLB08].

Hands [Ano03g, KmWH10, Koo06, Ros99, Tom11, Gra04, MB05, Shu06, S+07].

Hands-On [Ros99, KmWH10, Koo06, Tom11, Gra04, MB05, Shu06, S+07].

HAO [Daw86].

Happened [WCC+12].

Haptic [Ano03g].

Hardening [Tur05].

Hardware [BW94a, Gra98b, Hol02, Led94, PKP05, Smi00a, YK15, Kop05, RHP+07, SB08, VMKB05].

Hardware/Software [SB08].

Hardwareena [PKP05].

Harley [Hah09].

Hashing [Lit80].

Haters [GWS94].

HAVILAND [Gra89b].

Harley [Hah09].

Headless [Web95].

HDL [Pal96].

Heart [Coc03a].

Heart [IEE91a, Mil84, Tob80].

Hellman [ASW+01].

Hello [PT93].

Help [Gra98c].

Heterogeneous [CG95b, CBV93, CG95a].

Hey [Gra88].

Hiding [Flo90].

Hierarchical [IK83, SG09].

High [ACM04, Bar01b, Buy99, Dow93].
Kernel-Based [Alf94]. kernel-level [Ano03e]. kernels [YSC+06]. key [Tuc90, Kri91]. Keys [Luc18b, Luc12].

Keyword [Law98]. Kiosk [RR95a]. Kit [Ano02c, Dul06, SU95, AT&T86, AT&T86]. LANS [Hus92]. LAPACK [AD89, BD94]. Large [GVK+03, LT80, Sat89]. Large-Scale [GVK+03]. latter [PTS+11]. LaTeX [Str94].

Knoppix [CK06f, Neg06a, Neg07a, CK06f, Ran04, Ran05]. Know [Luc03, Wel99b, Lov07, War04, War15].

knowledge [RS14, WT91]. Knows [Coc01b]. Knoxville [IEE94a].

Kommandozeilenvirtuosen [Die11].

Kommunikation [Lin02a]. Kommunikations [Bas87]. kompromisslos [Bra04]. Konfiguration [Bor01, Luc03b, WF03]. konfigurieren [Ano03b]. Kopper [Jen05]. Korean [Lun99].

Korn [Die11, May01, Ano00c, BK95, Col94, Mic08, OP01, Olc91, Ole92, Olc01, Ros91, Ros93a, Ros94a, Smi06c, TR94, Val92b].

Korn-Shell [Die11, May01]. KornShell [BK95]. Krause [Ano00a]. ksh [Smi06c]. Kubuntu [CK06g, CK06g].

Kummerfeld [Nel90]. Kurz [Rob02b, BW04, Giin07, Rob99c]. Kylix [BJ01].

L [Ano11]. Lab [Coo09b, Coo09d, Tom11]. Laboratory [HG95b]. Labs [Geh03]. Lake [ACM03]. LAM [RsT06]. LAM/MPI [RsT06]. LAMP [G+06b, LW03]. LAN [Lun96, RO01]. Landing [ACM03, Coo01a].

Languages [Bla02]. Language [Am89, AKW88, BK89, BK95, Che97, DFV91, GSN90, GGS83, GG86, GG90, HL85, Jae89a, Jae89b, JK73, JL78, JL87a, JL87b, KR78, Ker81b, KR88, RJL78, Sco09, Sny75, Str86b, Str91, Str13, Tob80, Ame94, AKWA89, Ale10, And80, Coo83, DK15, Dun00, Env97a, FF88, Ger92, IEE92a, IEE92b, Junc86, Ker81a, MM86, Mee95, Rit93, Str82, Woo94, Zdl05, TG89].

language-independent [Mee95]. Languages [CPJ+98, KP99, X/O88c, BHR95, HLHR90, Inc83, Jou86, Mud97, Ngu08b, AT&T86, AT&T86].

LANs [Hus92]. LDAP [BH00, BH01, Cov06, HSG03]. LDP [Ray98]. Learn [LH01, PB09]. Learned PCD92, Coo03. Learning [Ano00c, CR91, Gar91, Lam90, McC99a, McC99b, McCo02, McCo04, NDW93, NR95, NR98, NR05, PTS98, PTS01, Pon97b, Ros93a, Ros94a, Sch93, TPTS02, T303, TJ04, Tay05, TSP93a, TSP94, TSP98, TSP93b, Cha11, WND07, W’99].

lecture [McK91, McK92a, McK92b, Swi91]. legacy [Che97]. Legal [Pom04]. Legit [Sta06]. Lehrbuch [May01]. Leitfaden [DLV07].

Lempel [NT05]. Leopard [EB508, Pog07]. Lern [Kuo99]. Lern- [Kuo99].

Lernprogrammen [CK06h]. Lernprogramme [CK06h]. Less [For00].

lesson [And80]. Lessons [PCD92]. Let [Jae85, Sau17]. Letters [ASW+01, CPJ+98, DM97, PLBL92]. Level [AIS98, KSN94, Ros98, SPS’02, Ano03c, Gai83, Mag00, Sul02]. Lex [LS87, Sta89, Sch90, Sta89, LMB92, MB90].

Lexical [LS87, Pax88]. libero [Cor5b].

LIBFTP [Vol94]. libm [LMOT1, LMOT02, TOML04]. libraries [Ano95d, CB89, PS07]. Library [Ano98c, Aox0x, But02a, Cod86, Fla94, Pla92, SG88, TOML04, WL94, Ano03c, FF88, Ham90, LMOT1, LMOT02, Lov07, SG97b, AT&T86m, AT&T86m, Bec06, Bec07, Hal00, Hel03, Jos99, Jos12, Kar06, Ree06b].
Libtool [VE700, Ca10]. Life
[LR89a, LR89b, Lu99, To01, Geh03]. Lifecycle [Kro99]. Lifetime [HBD97]. Lightweight [JKS+15, JZTB98, SMK+94]. Like
[Hol87b, Sta04, CKM06, CKM14, N900]. likely [Pub11, Vib11]. Linda [CG93a, Le90]. Lindows.com [Ano03e]. Line [Blu11, Blu08, McE05, Sho12, Ste99a]. Linear [Lit80, dVd93]. Lines [Kul06]. Linking [QL91]. Linksys [Com12]. lint [Dar88]. Linus [CPJ+98]. LINUX [Bra04, KGG00, Str94, Ano00a, Ano00b, Lin02b, Ano05, Ano06a, Bar01c, BW02, CV00, CK06a, CK06b, CK06d, CK06c, CK06f, CK06g, CK06h, CK06i, Cor05b, DW06, DVW06, DF00, EKK+04, GA04, GA04, G+06a, Gri01b, GGZ02, HS99, HS00, HS04, Hi04, HHV05, uRH95, uRH05, Jen05, Jor04, Kad95b, Kad95a, Kle00, Kro06, Kru99, Lin02a, Mag04, May01, Nag05, Neg01, Neg02, Ric14, Rob95, RO01, Ron05a, Sav11, Sch04, Sob03, Sta07b, Theo05, Hag00, WF03, Wei04, Ko00, Mc099a, Mef99, Ls95, RO01, Sni06b, SU94a, Str94, WE94, Abo03, AH04, AT07, ALL13, Alee00, ASW+01, AOAH14, AC11, AJ05, Ano98b, Ano99a, Ano99c, Ano99b, Lin02b, Ano02a, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano03a, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e]. Linux
[Ano03f, Ano03g, AAB+05, AR07, As00, Aul01, Bal99, BP00, Bal00, BBD+00, BN01, Bar00a, Bar01a, Bar00c, Bar01b, BSB03, BW04, Bar04, Bau02, Bau03, BsswLB05, BP05, Be04, BBD+96, B+98, Bee00, Bee16, BMF15, Bel00, BYVF08, Ben06, BFS07, Bes05, BBH08, Bla02, Bla04, BSS09, Bl00b, Bl08, Bl11, Bok95, BR09, BJ01, BB99, B09, B01, Boe03, Bor01, BS05, BC00, BC01, BC02, BC03, BC06, BM02, BV06, Br05a, Br05b, Bro06, BDD+06, Bru02, Bur04, But02a, But02b, BF97, Cam04, CDM08, CDD00, CM06, CDD+05, CDD+07, Cha11, Cha06, Chi02, CK06a, CK06b, C+03, Coc01b, Coc03c, Coc03b, Col02, Com00, Com03, Coo98, Coo99a, Coo99b, Coo09c, Coo09d, CRKH05, Cor05b, CP01, CP02, DH02, Dan01, DJ01, DRP01, Dea01, Dec04]. Linux
[DD09, DG00, Dik06, DIN05, DL08, Don04, Don96a, Don96b, Don97a, Don97b, Don98, Du06, Du14, Du05, Dun00, Dup05, EK11, EEMS03, EDK00, Elb01, Emm11, Epp00b, EM00, FAB+07, Fel96a, Fel96b, FWS+03, FSW02, Fis02, FM02, Fi03, FT09, FH96, Gab07, Gab01, Gab06, Gab07, GJL05, Gan03, GA04, Gal08, Gar99, Gat01, Gay99, Gay00b, G+06a, GV+03, G+06b, G+08, G+06b]. Gig06, GSH03, Gl09, Geo00, Geo95, Gra06a, Gra04, Gra05, Gra06b, GL03, GNDB16, GMWT08, GGZ02, Hal09, Hal05, HS99, HP01, HJHC09, Hal06, Hal07, HBB13, HST08, HLK01, Hau00, Hau02, Hek97, HH04, Her99, uRH95, uRH96, HK+04. Hol02, Hsi01, Hua06, Hub02, HH05, HH08, Hug98, Hua99, Hum00a, Hum00c, Hum00b, Hua01, Hum02a, HP+95, IBM05, IBM09a, IBM09b, ISO05, IF10, JKS+15]. Linux
[HJT+07, JGS+08, Jan03, Jan04, Jan06a, Jan06b, JW99, JPS00, JT98, JT05, JB99, Jon05, Kal16, Kas14, Ker10, Kha02, Kie99, KLK+02, Kir95a, Kir95b, KD00, KCT06, Kom96, KCH08, Kom00, KC00, Kom02, KAS+06, Kop05, Kor06, Kos00, KO07, Kro09, Ksh04, Cor05a, LH01, Lac06, Lat02, LW03, LC06, gl02, Lei99, LH00, Lin02a, Lip99, LWL05, LWL06, Lon01, Lov05, Lov07, Lov10, Lox05b, LADAD14, Luc00, Luc05, LCJH05, Mag00, Mag04, MAT08, MSSvK08, Man01, MM00, Mar04, Mar01, Mar06, MS+00, Mau00, Max00, Max01, May01, MMC06, Mc099a, Mc099b, Mc01, Mc03, Mcc04, Mc005, Mc001, MM06b, MW08, MW00, MSW06, MZG14, MM01b, Mil01, MYH00, MY03, Min01, MOS01, Mol04, Mol14, Mool1a, Mool1a, Mor97, MB05, Mus02, NR03, NW03].
Linux-Based [OT07, CM06].
Linux-basierte [Ric14]. Linux-Cluster [GVK+03]. Linux-compatible [AAB+05].
Linux-Hosted [Coo98]. Linux-Tasks [RB06]. Linux-USB [Reg11].
Linux/GNU/X [Ygg94]. Linux/ia64 [EM00]. Linux/Unix [Gab07, Sor01, Ano03a].
LinuxWorld [Bar00b]. Linuxzeitung [Lin02b, Lin02c].
Lions* [Lio96]. Lisp [Ste90a, ACM92, BGPS91, Ell80, Ama91, Hen92, Kem91, Mac91, Mac92, NSI+92, Ric90].
LispWorks [Ric90]. List [Pug88a, Spu92, Tim93, TTB09, Wri93].
Listproc [Sch98]. Lists [Sch98, McN00, Weh97]. LISTSERV [Sch98].
Lite [Com94b, Ano98a]. Live [Neg06c, Neg07b, Lum13]. Living [Raj00].
Load [HBD97, HCG+82, Kro99, Mon00a, BGW93].
Loading [Gra98a]. Local [HCG+82, IEE83]. locales [LK00]. Lock [Ano93g]. lockdown [Chi02].
Locking [Pug90a]. locks [MT93]. Log [Fle02, RO92, Gat01, JHT+07, KAS+06].
Log-Structured [RO92, Gat01, JHT+07, KAS+06]. Logging [Gra01]. logical [HRS+10].
Long [Too11, Ano93h, CJBT92]. long-term [CJBT92].
Look [Neu06, Hol82, Kas14, Mil90b, Mil90c, YP92, Joh92]. looking [Hol82].
Looking [ASW+01]. Loopholes [Ano92c]. loose [Sta05a]. loosely [AGP+92].
Losing [Sta05a]. lossless [BW94b]. Lost [Coc01a]. Lösungen [Bra04, Die11].
lot [Wal99]. Lotus [RMZ01]. Louisiana [ACM07]. love [Coo03].
Low [Rob95, Ano03c, GK97, WT91]. low-cost [Ano03c, GK97]. Loyal [Ded09, Gla99].
LPI [Dea01, P+06]. LR [JP17]. LST [PF96].
LST-distribution [PF96]. Lucke [Tho05]. Luxe [Luc03b]. LVDS [Ano02c]. LZgrep [NT05].
M [Ano11]. MA [Ano86, Ano94j, Ano95f].

Mac
[SML06, Rov78, AC11, Ano06, Bal05, BS02, Buc01, CC07, DH05, Dav06, EBS08, Fei01, Fei02, GL06, Gen05, GM11, Har01, Hil02, Hil08, JR02, JR04, JR05, JRR08, KG10, KS08, Lan01, MGMMI10, Me05, MTS03, MD09, MNC09, PM18, PB09, Pog02a, Pog02b, Pog05, Pog07, RR02, RR03a, Ros06, RJR08, Sin07, SS06, TPTS02, TJ03, TJ04, Tav05, Tho06b, Top02a, Top02b, Top05, TSM+06, TECB03, ZL10]. MAC-8 [Rov78].

Mach [BKLL93].

Machine [Cox09, Roe02, CK06a].

Machinery [WSS78].

Macintosh [KMV+09, Mor97].

MacOS [May01, May01, MCM06].

Macro [Daw86, Env97a]. macrobenthic [DD05].

Macromedia [Ano02b].

Macroprocessor [RRW84, Lev98].

macros [Env97a].

made [Gra05, Mus96, Mus02].

Magazine [AIX91].

Magic [GC94, Hin88].

Mail [Blu00b, FA89, FA94, Luc03b].

Mailing [Sch98, TTB09].

Maine [MM06a].

Mainframe
[Ric94a, VB94, Hid04, EEMS03].

mainframe [Hor98].

mainframes [Ger92].

mainstream [BBHLO8].

Maintainability [YSC+06].

maintaining [Boo03].

Majordomo [Sch98].

Make [Lin93, Mec05, Wal94, Ano95c, OT91, TNY92, TNY94].

Make-Believe [Wal94].

Makes [RH95].

Making [Ano82, Gem05, NH99, NH00, Pac00, Wei82, YLM+05, Hus92, Kuh91].

malicious [L+11].

malloc [Pug90b].

Malware [L+11].

man [van83].

manage [BFS07].

Management
[Ano02c, BMF15, BB93, Cou13, How01, HK89, HH91, Jan06b, MCH+99, Mil90a, Rod90a, Rod90b, Win02b, X/O88a, X/O88d, dSVdLT02, Cus04, GW98, Hor02, JL96, KPG93, LR90, Lev02, Mad97, Max00, SS95, SS00, UNI93, VD01, Van05, WCHS93].

Manager [Com94e, Lun96, Sou94, SAL93].

managers [Bam98].

Managing [Apo87, Cam04, CB89, D91a, KJHVL96, Kop00, Mec05, OT88, OT91, S89, Ste01, TO92, V92, RHP+07, Sav11].

manipulation [GIM07, Jou86].

Manipulator [DBG89].

Manual
[AT&T83a, AT&T83b, AT&T83c, AT&T83d, BJ92, Com94e, Com94e, Com94f, DF90, ES90, FB93, Gas92b, Gas92a, Gra94, HS84, HS87a, HS91, HS95, HS02, Hel90a, Hel90b, Hel91a, Hel91b, KM99b, KM99c, KM99d, Kos92, McI87, Mil00, Nye88a, Nye88b, Nye90b, Nye90a, Nye90c, NO90a, NO90b, Nye92b, Nye92a, NO92, NO93, O’90b, OLe92, Ope93, Ope94, PW94, Sch89, Sta93, Tal92, TR71, TR72, TR73a, TR73b, TR74, TR75, TRS18, Van91, Cra90, GIM07, Ham90, KCVS98, KFO97, Mac91, Mac92, Mat85, Mil98, OLe01, Ou92, PS+09, Pog02b, Pog05, Pog07, Tom11, AT&T86e, AT&T86m, AT&T86k, AT&T86g, AT&T86i, AT&T86f, AT&T86m, AT&T86l, AT&T86h, AT&T86j, W890]. manufacturing [VMKB05].

Map [Sta04, Isa86].

March [IEE03].

Maria [Hid04].

marine [DD05].

Market
[Jac91, Tuc90].

markup [YLM+05].

Maryland [ITC93].

Mass [Coc01b].

Massively [Bal94, KM99a].

Master [Bel00, Gri14].

Mastering
[Dan01, DJ01, Fio04, Fri97, Fri02, Fri06, Gri14, H90, HA93, J99a, KHP05, McM92, McM93, Mc03, Mic08, TNY92, TNY94, Wan11, WM01, Z16, WB06].

Mastery
[JL16, Luc12, JL15, Luc18b, Luc13b, Luc16].

Matching
[BJ01, Cox07, Cox09, Cox10, Cox12, IK83, NT05].

Math [Ame09].

Mathematical
[FKM95, Tho03, IBM05].

Mathematics
[KL75, rHRH95, uHRH96].

Mathematik [uHRH95, uHRH96].

Matter
[Ano93a].

Matthaeu [Hid04].

Mature
[Bra04].

maximize [Gri14].

Maximum
[Cox01b, KHT05, Ray01a, RR03a, TR99].

May [Bar01b, IEE91a, IEE94a, IEE94c, Ano93h, MK96].

Maze [Sto89, Sto90].
McM92, McM93, Mio97, New92, NO90b, NO92, Ope91a, Ope91b, Ope91c, Par93, QO91, QO93b, Ros90, Ros93b, She94, She93b, Smi92, Sou94, Yag91, You90a, You90b, You92a, You95b.

MotionBuilder [Ano02b]. Motorola [Ano02c]. Mount [Ano02b]. Move [Bar00b, BB99]. movement [Way00].

Moves [Ano90a, RH95]. Moving [Anoxx, Dav93, Gag06, Gag07, Ste01b]. MP [Rit88b, Rit88a]. MPE [Ano91b, Ano93b, Lal93]. MPE/IX [Lal93].

MPI [MK04, RsT06, Slo05, YL09]. MPI-2 [MK04]. MPICH [RsT06].

MP [Rit88b, Rit88a]. mp3 [ZB01]. MPE/iX [Lal93].

MPI [MK04, RsT06, Slo05, YL09]. MPI-2 [MK04]. MPICH [RsT06].

mt [GL88, Gia90, Hol87b, Mik89, PLBL92, Pug90c, War89]. MS-DOS [Gia90, Hol87b, Mik89, PLBL92, Pug90c, Ver89, War88].

MTA [Den04]. Multi [HIT+02, Raj00, XZY+10, dSVdLT02]. Multi-agent [dSVdLT02]. Multi-Core [XZY+10]. Multi-Gigabit [HIT+02].

Multi-Operating [Raj00]. Multibug [CP86]. multichip [KPT+02]. Multicode [Mud97, Mud97]. multidatabase [BCE+93].

Multilingual [KMK092, Mud97].

Multimedia [Bv92, KLK+02, Law98, MH96, NHHW94, PKN02, Tra96, WLL96, Ano03e, Ran06]. multiplatform [Bam98]. Multiple [Kat99, Com00, Dit93, Hoo05, SH13, Whe97], multiple-precision-arithmetic [Dit93].

Multiprocessing [Cus92, Sch94, Wal95d, MT93].


Music [Phi00, Gem05]. Musings [Ray99c, Ray01b].

Musterlösungen [PK05], mutual [Ger85], mv [GL88]. MVS [Ano93g, Bum98, DuC94]. My [Ker81b, WCC+12]. MySQL [BGW04, Gab07, G+06b, GB01, LW03, MB00, Reh03, TSC02, WT01, Wün13, DuB01].

MySQL/PHP [BGW04, GB01].

Mysteries [Lib93]. Mysteries [Wal94].

Nachschlagewerk [Kuo99]. NAECON [IEE91a]. namespace [WDG+06]. Namespaces [Min01]. Naming [BH00, BH01]. Nanotechnology [Ano03f].

NAS [Har90]. National [Ame89, IEE91a, NIS92, Ano02c, HG95b]. Native [Cov06]. Natural [Wei88].

Navigator [Gil93]. NCurses [Goo07].

Near [Wol04b], nearly [LD13]. needs [Lov07]. nell’era [ZB01]. NEMO [GO86].

Net [Kro99, Law98]. Net.BSD [Ano03b]. NetBSD [NC08, Ree06a, YS+06].

Netlink [DeV00]. Netnews [Har95].

Netscape [Ket99]. Network/6000 [CBH+92]. NetWare [WF03, Lun96, Raj98, Raj00, She93a].

Network [Bla98, Bus02, CK78, CBV93, FHR84, Gil93, Har90, HIT+02, Hun92, Hun02b, HCG+82, Jan03, Kir95a, Kir95b, Lut99, Mar10, MTT83, Nad98, Nor99a, NZW+02, RW92, Ser00, SH95, Spt92, Ste90b, Ste98, Ste99b, dSVdLT02, BDP05, Ben06, Che75, Ch02, GK97, Hun99, Hun02a, Kaz05, KDD0, Lev02, Lun96, Lye08, Man01, Max00, Mel87, Rag93, SH13, Smi05a, SFR04, TR99, Tor99, ZG96, GK97, GRA89a].

Net/extended [GRA89a]. Networked [KLK+02, BV06].

netzwerkadministration [Kuo99]. Netzwerk [Mit01]. Networking [ACM04, Bee93, Har90, KJH+97, KW89, ML02b, Ass99b, Raj00, Ste98, SFR04, X/O88b, Blo99, Cab83, Col02, DeR00, McK91, McK92a, MK96, Pfa01, Sch07, Sch08, SG04, Smi00b, Smi02b].

Networks [BW94a, FA89, FA94, HH94, IEE83, AOAH14, Ano03d, NZW+02].

Netzwerk [KGG00].

Netzwerkkonfiguration [Kuo99].

Netzwerke [WF03].

Netzwerkkonfiguration [WF03].
BP09, CM06, Cus04, DDLL94, Ger03, Goe07, HP01, JP09, LL93a, LL93b, MM00, McC05, Moo01b, PS+09, Ray01b, Sal08, Wis03, YSC+06, ZK05, ZB01, Mil90b, Mil90c, YP92, Ano92a, Anoxx, Lin02b, Joh92, Lin02a, Moo01a, NR03, Ray99c.

Open-Source
[Coc03a, Ray99b, And01, AAB+05, YSC+06].

OpenBSD
[Ano00a, Art03, Car04, DIN05, Han08, Han11, KHP05, Luc03a, Luc13a, Mat07b, NC08, PN04, Ree06a, Smi02a, SY00, YSC+06, dR15].

OpenGL
[Aki92, Ang97, Ang99, Ano94d, Dav93, Fos96, GS99, Gla92, HB04, Jac99, Kil93, Kil94, KS08, MB03, NDW93, SA93a, SA93b, Wal95a, W99, WS96].

Opening
[Anoxx].

OpenLinux
[Cal00a, SRBB99].

openMosix
[Slo05].

OpenMP
[CDK+01].

Openness
[HR94, RH95].

OpenOce.org
[Ano03d, Gra03].

OpenSolaris
[FT09, Hay06, MM07, MMG07, SJM09].

OpenSSH
[DLvG07, Luc12, Luc18b].

OpenSUSE
[CK06d, CK06c, CK06h, CK06i, CK06i].

OpenVMS
[BHM98, DuC94, She93b, Wis03].

OpenWindows
[KLM92, Sm93c, Sm93d].

Operating
[ACM03, Ame93, Ame94, AISS98, Ano88, Ano98b, Bac86a, Bac86b, Bas87, BBM85, Bok94, Bri01, Bus02, Com90a, CLFL94, CEC+96, Chr83a, Chr88a, CR94, Ch83b, Chr88b, Chr90, CN97, Com12, Doe11, Gal00, Gra00c, HG95b, H001, HN01, IBM88, Int90, Int93, IEE86, IEE88, LMKQ99a, LMKQ90, LMKQ99b, Log05b, LMT78, LB78, MBKQ06, MN05, MNW915, Mort02, Mt+90, NP78, NBB+02, O’G01, Raj00, RRP+08, ROC82, SGT05, SGG09, SCK86, TW97, TW06, Tan08, TSP93a, TSP94, TSP93b, Wei82, AEG+91, And01, Ano93b, Ano98a, Ano00c, AAB+05, Bac84, BGW93, BHK+84, Bun76, CE88, Chaa96, CK06a, CK06b, CoL84, Com00, CKM06, CKM14, Don04, DuC94, Ewi86, FRRJ07, GM84, HBG+06a, IEE91b, IEE94c, KWDB06, LM91, Lit88, Liu11, LS87, LHH96, Mil78, Nat88, NV06, PTH98, PTO01].

operating
[Pon97b, RRP+07, RLRB08, R01, RRP+07, RRH+08, Tan87, Tan01, Tan10, TPS98, Tool11, Win02a, Ygg94, YSC+06].

operating-system
[AAB+05, Operations
[CK78, Vog97].

operator
[RD94].

Operations
[CK78, Vog97].

operator
[RD94].

Operations
[CK78, Vog97].

operativo
[RO01].

operations
[ACM03, Ame93, Ame94, AISS98, Ano88, Ano98b, Bac84, BGW93, BHK+84, Bun76, CE88, Chaa96, CK06a, CK06b, CoL84, Com00, CKM06, CKM14, Don04, DuC94, Ewi86, FRRJ07, GM84, HBG+06a, IEE91b, IEE94c, KWDB06, LM91, Lit88, Liu11, LS87, LHH96, Mil78, Nat88, NV06, PTH98, PTO01].

Option
[Sta04].

Options
[IBM09b].

Oracle
[Ern11, CG93b, Alo97, Ano02b, Bor14, Bro97, Bur01, Dav00, EMM11, GM11, IBM09b, JF12, Mil16, Rev11, Sav11, VSC+10].

orienteerter
[Dav97].

origin
[St99].

Original
[Sma88].

Origins
[TBG989].

Orleans
[ACM97].

OS/2
[DF00, TNY94].

OS/400
[DuC94].

OSCAR
[Slo05].

OSDL
[Ano02b].

OSF
[Bea93, Ber91, Kel90, Kob91, McM92, McM93, NO09b, The91, Ope91a, Ope91b, Ope91c, Q091, Q093b, Seb94, Yag91, You90a, You90b, Y092a].

OS/1
[The91].

OSF/Motif
[Bea93, Ber91, Kel90, Kob91, McM92, McM93, Ope91a, Ope91b, Ope91c, Q093b, Seb94, Yag91, You90a, You90b, You92a, Q091].

OSLO
[She06].

Other
[BBM85, Lib93, Fri97, JP09, Neg06a, Neg07a].

Otorhinolaryngological
[GVK+03].

Outdated
[AAG+16].

Outlaws
[HM91].

Output
overcomes [Mud97].
Overdog [CPJ+98]. Overlays [Pug88c].
Overview
[Bo99, IBM88, Man93a, Ros88, LS87, Tur86].
own [SML06]. OW [Dav00]. Oxford [Ano93a].

PA [ACM04]. pace [Che97]. paced [Jae99a].
Pacific [Ano03f]. Pack [O+98, Ass99a].
Package [Cou13, Daw86, Oon13]. packages
[Bra04, Gru86, VD01]. Packaging [Kro99].
Packet [Ree06a]. Page
[MM96, HI95, CDV+94, ST03]. Pager
[GGZ02, WLC95]. pages [Dys96, Yue01].
Pagination [GGZ02]. paging [BP91, PB91].
pain [Gra06b]. pain-free [Gra06b].
Pajamas [Lew99a]. Pakete [Ano96a].
PAM [Luc16]. Panic [DB95]. Panther
[Dav06, JR04, TJ04]. paper [Woo94].
Papers [Cat91, ACM92]. paquetes
[VD01]. para [RO01, VD01]. Paradigms
[Swa00a, Swa03]. Paradoxically [Tuc90].
Parallel [Bal94, CDF+91, GL94, KmWH10, LC90, MAT08, May00, WB96, CS96a, LWL06, McC92, Mil93]. Parallelism
[Rol03]. Parameter [dJPDD84].
Parameters [Wei88]. Parametric [Ano98c].
paranoid [Luc03a, Lucl3a]. parity [AR07].
Pariser [DS88, JP17]. parsing [van83]. Part
[Ame94, Ano95d, Com94a, Cal98, Int93, IEE92a, IEE92b, PH98, Ame93, PH99, She03]. Particle [IEE91b]. Partitions
[Pon02b]. Partners [Ano93f]. Partnership
[Gar99]. parts [PH91]. Party [Loz05b].
paru [MO01]. Pascal
[BJ01, DMM86, Ker81b, May84]. passing
[PS07]. password [LR89c]. Patch [Jan06b].
Patent [Coc01a]. Patenting [Coc01b].
Pattern [SD95]. Patterns
[GS00, Lu99, BY10, Hu86]. PC [DeV00, SU94a, Str94, SE96, Ano03c, Ano03e, Gia90, Gra98a, Gra98b, Gra98d, Kad95b, Led94, LWL05, LWL06, Lun96, Pug90b, Sau17, Sma88, SU94b, SE97, YL09, dFAAW90].
Predictor [TR94]. preemptive [FPG89].
Preface [Cro78, Mar84]. prefetching [CKV93].
prefix [HL90]. Preliminary [Car83]. Prentice [Hid04, Sta07b, Tho05].
Preparation [BBM85, Kaz05, KLO78, Ker84, Ker85, Ker89, Mag04, NCNS82, KL82, AT&T86g, AT&T86h].
Prepared [ASW+01]. preprocessor [van83].
presenter [ACM92]. preserving [YHR92].
Press [Jen05]. Prevent [Far90].
Preview [McK92]. Price [Ano98c].
Principle [Gla92, HKT05]. Principles [ACM03, CS91c, ALSU07, Get91].
Print [TECB03, Jan03].
Printing [GGZ02, Swe01b]. Privacy [Coc01c].
Private [Min01, NZW+02, ZG96]. Prize [Ano11].
Pro [Cha09, FKL+08, FT09]. Problem [Bar00b, Wei88, Joh05, WB06].
problem-solution [Joh05]. Problems [BG97, Pug90b, YK15]. procedure [BHR95, Lar83].
Proceedings [ACM92, ACM97, ACM04, Ano93a, Ano93i, IEE91a, IEE94b, IEE94a, IEE02, Mil84, Ste90a, USE93, ACM03, ITC93, MS05, Tob08, Uni96a, USE90, Ano06a, IEE03, IEE04, MM06a, USE91]. Process [FG91, GS00, GGZ02, HBB97, Kro99, MZG14, Ano90b, Bra95, Cab83, GLG93, Wil98].
Process-Oriented [Kro99]. Processes [Kat99, KJG+98, dV93]. Processing [Bal94, BR87, Bri01, Daw86, DO87, HKS+04, Lun03, Lun99, MCM78, Mil84, Nad98, Siri93, Sta89, Ano95f, Chr87, GGZ02, Kan93, Mil93, Tar89, Wun11]. Processor [LC78, XZY+10, CLJc95]. Processors [GL94, KmWH10, Neu06, CMR+90]. Proc [MT93]. Producing [Coc01b, Mee95].
Product [Ano95d, BGPS91, Gra01, Ano03c]. production [Thi92]. Productivity [GS12]. Products [Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03g].
Professional [BD+00, CK85, G+06b, Hid04, JR93, Mag04, MS+00, Mau08, PKP05, Sto00, Pec08, Raj98, See08, Tho06a, Ano02c, Gri01b].
Program [BJK92, BHR95, Coo09a, Coo09b, JZT908, Mik92, PK84, Ame94, Bah09, Bin88, Bra04, GIM07, Hor90b, IEE92a, IEE92b, Mil01, Yag91, YHR92, HG95b, ML02b].
Programme [Str94]. Programmer [AT&T83a, AT&T83b, AT&T83c, AT&T83d, AS90, Com94c, Com94d, Cam87, Fla91, Goo07, GS00, Gri01b, KM79b, KM79c, KM79d, Mc87, Nye95, Ope91a, Ope91b, Pat99, Rul96, TR71, TR72, TR73a, TR73b, TR74, TR75, TRS18, Vic98, Woe02, Woe03, You92b, Ame90b, ACS98, Fre98, HGS99, LK00, Lew91, Lov07, PWC00, Pet98a, Pet00a, Zlo91, AT&T86e, AT&T86m, AT&T86k, AT&T86g, AT&T86i, AT&T86o, AT&T86f, AT&T86n, AT&T86l, AT&T86j, AT&T86p, Coc01a, DHM78].
Programmers [Bea93, Chn98, Gar97, Jae93, Lou90b, Mic08, Mik98, Sch94, Zim98, GA99, Ona92].
programmieren [Jor04].
Programmierung [Jor04, PKP05, RB06, May01].
Programming [ACM92, Ame89, Ado93, AKW88, ASW+01, Ano00a, Ano03f, Art90, Art94, Bar91b, Ber91, Bö01, BK89, BK95, BKLL93, But97, CDK+01, Coc01a, Cop92, Cox83, Cur96, Dal99, Dal02, DH05, DMM86, Fla94, Fla90, Gal95, Gas92b, Gas92a, Gay00b, GL06, Goe00, Gre92, Gri00, GG83, GG86, GG90, Hal11, HS87b, Hel90a, Hel90b, Hel91a, Hel91b, HBG+06b, HIl08, Jae86, JK73, JR89, JR90, JR92, JR93, Jor04, Kel90, KR78, KM79a, KM81, Ker81b].
[GS12, Neu00]. **quality-of-service** [Neu00].
Quantum [Coc01a, Coc01b], quarter [Sal94]. Quartz [GL06, Tho06b]. Quelltext [DF00]. Quemu [CK06h]. Quest [Ano03d].
Questions [CPJ+98, MM96, Tim93, Pub11, Vib11]. Quick [BD94, Gt92c, Olc91, Rob99a, Rob99b, Ros90, Ros93b, Dea01, Don02, Hek97, Hug98, OH93b, Ric94b, SH99b, S+00, S+05]. quicker [Bin88]. Quicklet [San07]. QuickStart [RR99].
Quick [DF00, Oom13, Wun13]. R&D [BYVF08]. R. [Luu90]. r0a [Ano05]. R5 [RMZ01]. rabbits [SJP+09]. Rack [Ano02b].
Rack-Mount [Ano02b]. RAD [Ano03g]. Rage [Ste01c]. RAID [BV06, Vao02]. Raiding [BV06]. Ralph [Ano00a]. Random [MM06a, MCM06, Rob92].
Rationale [Mac83]. Raw [Pns88]. RBCS [NP78]. RCBS/RCMAS [NP78]. RCMAS [NP78]. RCS [Dav00, DS00]. RDBMS [Ros94b]. Re [MKL+95]. Re-examination [MKL+95]. read [GMTW08].
read-copy-update [GMTW08]. readahead [WX08]. Reader [McI87]. readers [BI95].
Reading [Pug90c, Spu92]. Readings [AT&T86a, AT&T86b, AT&T86c, AT&T86d, Sto88]. Real [Abb03, Ano92d, Ano92e, Ano93j, Ano94h, CG95b, CN97, Dinh02, Gal91, Gal92, Gal95, IEE94e, Isa86, Mar04, Nad85, Nis01b, PNK02, Rze93, She03, Sta05a, Sta07b, WM00, Ano95h, CG95a, Fer04, FPG89, GMTW08, Hau06, Hal07, HST08, IEE91h, Luc13b, RLB08, SJP+09, Wai95, FPG89, IEE91b, Epp00b, FGP+91, HST08, Nis03, She03]. Real-Time [Abb03, Ano92d, Ano92e, CG95b, Don02, Gal92, Mar04, PNK02, WM00, Ano93j, Ano94h, IEE94e, Nad98, Rze93, She03, Ano95h, CG95a, Fer04, GMTW08, RLB08, SJP+09, Wai95, Epp00b, Nis03, She03, HST08]. Real-world [Sta07b, Hal06, Hal07].
REAL/IX [FPG89]. Real/star [FGP+91]. Realtime [Ano92c, Ano94a, Ano94c, BMR94, Ano93h, Eck91].
Rearrangement [AS95]. Rebel [Moo01a, Moo01b]. recipes [Joh05].
Recognition [SD95]. Recommendations [War90]. Recommended [OT07].
reccompilation [EP05]. reconfigurable [Don04, SB08]. Reconstruction [RF93].
Record [Ano03f]. Record-Performing [Ano03f]. Recoverable [SMK+94].
Recovered [Coc01a]. Recovering [DS00].
Recovery [Ano00a, DKM96, IBM99a, Pef99, Bin88, Pre07]. recursion [Ger85].
Red [Jan04, Pri99, Wan02, Ano03a, Bar01c, BW02, Bel00, Col02, G+06a, HS99, HS00, HS00, Koom05, Koom06, Koom07, Max00, McC99b, McC02, McC03, McC04, Neg01, Neg02, Petr02b, SBR01, SH99a, Ser00, Sob03, Sob06, Tom11, Hag00].
RED-Linux [Wan02]. Redesign [KSU94]. reducing [ST03]. Reduction [KLK+02, CDD+07].
redundancy [Ano95c]. Reference [Ano02c, Ari92, Bec06, Com94c, Com94f, Cam98, Co90, Cos97, ESS09, FB93, Fri03, Gt92c, Gra94, GGZ02, HS84, HS87a, HS91, HS95, HS02, Hid04, JF12, Kos92, Mik90, Nye88b, Nye90a, Nye90c, NO90b, Nye92a, O’R90b, Ope91b, Olc91, Ope93, Ope94, PW94, Pet98b, Pet00b, Rob99a, Rob99b, Rob99d, Rob02a, Ros90, Ros93b, Rul96, SSC93, SSC95, GN89, Sch99, SGFR90, SGFR92, Sch91a, Sch91b, She93a, Tal92, TV04, Tho72, Van91, You90a, Ano85, Bec07, Bur01, Cra90, Dea01, Don02, Dys96, Emm11, Fei01, Fre98, Haw00, Haw02, Hek97, Hor98, Hug98, Jos12, Kee05, KFO97, LK00, MSW06, OH93b, Pet98a, Pet00a, Pet01b, Pet02a, Pet02b, Pet00c, Pf00, Pur04, Ran05, Reh05, Ric94b, RHK+07, Sch00, SH99b, S+00, S+05, Smi03a, Sun93c, Top02b, Win99].
reference [Win02a]. Referenz [GGZ02].
Reflections [BTS09, Cus04]. Regular [Cox07, Cox09, Cox10, Cox12, Fri02, KPr99, Fri97, Fri06, Thu68]. Related [HCF94, Hub96]. Relation [KKF84].
relational [Ros94b]. relational-database [Ros94b]. Relationships [GS12]. Relay [Coo98]. Release [AD89, Ano02b, Col90, FHS91, Fl91, GC94, IF92, MP92, NDW93, NO90b, Nye95, Ope93, RRF90, SGFR92, Ame90b, Ame90a, XWS95, GSN90, Nat90, Nat94, Ros96, Sor91].
Released [Bar00b, Coo01b, Coo03c, Coo03b, Swa03].
Releases [Ano03f, Ano03d, ACS98, SG97a, SG97b].
Reliability [MKL95, MSF90]. reliable [HB96a]. Remark [Lev98]. remote [Lar83]. Rendering [Kar92, PH87].
rendszerek [Las05]. Rep [IEE91b].
repairing [HB96a]. Repelling [CB04, CR03]. repetition [Mar82].
replicated [LGJS91]. Replicates [Sma88].
Reply [KB01]. Report [EM00, Pin99, Ska94, TBGE89, BFS07].
repository [Spi17]. reprinted [LT80].
Reproducible [CW15a, CW15b]. require [Ano94h]. Requirements [IEE94b, RAMP94]. Rescue [ASW94].
Research [CK85, HIT92, Law98, McI87, TRS18, LR90]. Reservoir [HIT92].
Resource [BMI15, MCH99, OT07, WIP97, Bru02, HH04, Mly09, Moh98].
Resources [BBM85, Vol97, Gol95].
response [Ras07]. restart [BBHL08].
Restoration [Too99, Too10]. Restore [SK800]. Results [Gin83]. Rete [Thi92].
Retrieval [HL85]. Retrospection [Sto80].
Retrospective [Ker84, Ker89, Rit78].
retuschieren [DF00]. Reusable [Kri95].
Reuse [Hub02, WKM97]. Rev [Sun86].
Reveals [Gar97]. Reverse [FKL98].
Review [Bae98, Chr98, Fio04, Had04, Hid04, Hul05, Jen05, Kae95b, Kad95a, Koh06, Nag05, Sch04, Sta97b, Thu05].
Reviews [Ano93d, Ano95d, Ano00a, Sal03].
Revision [Ope91a, Ope91b]. Revisited [MKL95]. Reviving [Sch95c]. Revolution [Moo01a, Moo01b]. Revolutionary [Ray99c, Ray01b].
Ring [MY90]. RISC [Lun90, Ano90a, CMR90, Har90, Pin99].
RISC/VMS [Har90]. Ritchie [Alo12, Ano11, Ker12, McI12, Pat12, Sch12].
rksuite_90 [BG97]. Road [Ste01e, Chc94].
roadmap [Jan03]. Robert [Thu05, Gre11].
Robot [Coc03b, Gri14]. robot-building [Gri14].
Robotics [Coc03a, Gri13]. Robotics [Bar00b, Gri14].
Robustness [MCM96, Cha96]. Rocks [Slo05]. Rogue [Ano03e].
Role [BBH18, DLDL94, LL93b].
ROM [AL97c, Ale90, Ame95, Ano98d, Ano00c, Com94b, Kom02, RRRd03].
ROMP [Sau17]. ROMS [HS99]. root [Koh99].
Rooted [Siv01]. rootkit [Bla09].
rootkits [Kon07]. Rose [Cas94]. rough [Ano93b].
Roundup [BGPS91]. Router [Fel96b, BP09]. Routers [NZZ92, Man01].
Routes [AT&T86m, AT&T86n]. Routing [Mar06, Mar01]. RPC [Blo92, Lei00, SR95].
Ruby [Bla02, Bla04, Ngu08b, Tom02].
Rule [Ves88]. Rule-Based [Ves88]. rules [Mee95].
r [Com00, Cra93, Swe07]. Running [Bh00a, Cra93, DO06, Dax06, Gue87, WKDD03, WK95, WK96, WDK99, WKDD02, FHR84].
sans [SAN08].
Runtime [BMI15, IEE03, SB08]. rute [She02].

S [Luu90, Sau17, KVCS98, Mil98, Mil00].
S&Tnet [MIT83]. S-PLUS [Mil98, Mil00].
S.u.S.E [KGG00]. S [Kul06]. Safe [Wei82].
Safety [BBH18]. Safety- [BBH18]. Sagamore [ACM03]. said [Web95]. Sair [Mag04, DRP01, Mag00, Mag04, Sul02]. Salama [Gra89b]. Salm [Hid04]. SALT [Ano03d]. SALT-based [Ano03d]. SAMBA [Bai00, BT98, BDH00, CS99, DeR99, DeR00, ECBK90, Hun00b, Le00, Smi01, TV04, TECB03, W09a]. Samba-3 [TV04]. Sample [AKDN90]. Sams [Art99, Bal99, CS99, CCB00, Gay99, Hsi01, LH00, MB00, Ray99a, RBHB99, SBR01, TA98, Tay03, Tay06, UT03, WT99, W99a]. San [ACM92, IEE03, Uni96a, Uni96b, USE93]. Sandboxing [Oom13]. Santa [Ano93i]. SAR [CLJC95]. Sarge [Ano05]. Satan [RR95a]. Satellite [LC78]. Satellites [Bar01b]. Saving [HSM03]. Savvy [Kro99]. Say [Adh95, Sta05a]. sayings [Ann00]. Says [Coc03b]. Sbrk [Sch91c]. SC2002 [IEE02]. SCADA [Ano05e]. SCC [SSC93]. scene [Woo94]. scenes [PH87]. SCADA [Cljc95]. Scan [Bar01b]. Scaling [Neu06, Spe00]. Scan [Bar01b]. Scanning [Mar10, Lyo08]. ScanSAR [CLJC95]. ScanSoft [Ano03e]. SCC [SSC93]. scene [Woo94]. scenes [PH87]. Schedulings [Bun76, CDV94, CN97, PBW84]. Scheme [DF00, HKT05, KLK+02]. Scheutz [TBGE89]. school [Host95]. Schritt [Str94]. Science [Bar01b, Fra83, Gin83, Mac83, Am09, Hin88]. scientific [SML06, Spe00]. Scientists [ABS95]. SCM [Ano03f]. SCO [DF00, Kuo99, CT94]. SCO-Unix [Kuo99]. Scratch [Too17, Bee00, Bee16, Hal00]. Screen [Han86]. SCRI [Car89]. Scribus [JP09, PS+09]. Scripting [Blu11, Bar04, Mic08, Ngu08b, RB05, Blu08, FJWA05, Joh05, Mic03, Pet09, Ros06, See08, Fio04]. Scripts [Bla04, Bla02, BA96]. SCSA [San07]. SDE [Ano02c]. SDEF [EC89]. SDK [Jou02, Kro99, ML09]. SDL [Kos87]. Seal [JC92]. search [Tho68, Cox12]. Searching [SB97]. Seattle [ACM93, IEE94c]. Second [Bea98, Hul05]. seconds [Bri05b]. Secret [Dat14, MYH00]. Secrets [Arn96, Ray98, vdL94, Bar01c, HLK01]. Secure [Bau02, Car99, Car04, Lin02a, PN04, Rei03, Sat90, Sea05, Ano96b, Den04, Dwi04, GNDB16, Sea09, BS01]. Securing [Ano00a, Bea04, C+03, Loz05b, MGK+03, SFE10]. Security [AH11, Ano49f, Ano06b, Arn93, BBH18, Bra04, CB94, CBR03, Chr90, C+03, Cur92, De 93, Far90, Gar97, GS91, GSS03, Gra99b, HR91, Hsi01, Kal16, Lin02a, Loz05b, MS05, NIS92, NBB+02, NZW+02, Oom13, RR03a, RW84, RR93, RG91, Sat89, SH95, Sys97b, TB05, USE90, WC98, WN02, WK85, AK+07, Ano93a, BS03, BswlB05, Bla98, BtS09, EBS08, GJ05, GM84, Gre00, HLK01, KHG10, KHP05, L89c, L008, MM00, McC98, Ray01a, Ros00, Shu06, Smi05a, TR99, Tox07, Vea10, Lin02a, MMC06, McC05, MGK+03]. Security-Critical [BBH18]. sed [Dou91, PWC00, Rob02a, Ano85, Art99, Bla02, Bla04, Rob02b, Ano00c, DF91, DR97, Pat99]. seddo [MO01]. Sedo [DF91]. See [Swe07]. Seek [Law98]. seen [Web95]. seinen [KKG00]. Self [HK89, Jahn99, W09]. Env97a, Env97b, HBG+06a]. Self-Adaptive [HK89]. Self-paced [Jae99a]. self-repairing [HBG+06a]. Self-service [WB06]. self-study [Env97a, Env97b]. SELinux [McC05, HRS+10, MMC06, SFE10]. semantic [Hor99b]. semantics [Wdg+06, YHR92, dV93]. semantics-preserving [YHR92]. Semaphore [Gai84]. semi [Car89]. semi-complete [Car89]. Semiconductor [Gar97, Ano02c]. Seminar [Kom02, RGRG05, Ano95a, IEE91b]. Sending [For00]. Sendmail [AV95, CA97, Cos97, CA03, CSAJ04, Hun03, CAR93].
sensor [WCHS93]. separately [Inc83].

September
[ACM93, Tob80, Uni96a, Uni96b, McK97b].

sequences [CH96], Serial [Cam87, Whi89].

serious [Kra07].

Serial [Cam87, Whi89].

serious [Kra07].

Serial [Cam87, Whi89].

Serious [Kra07].

Serial-Lösungen [Bra04].

Serveradministration [Luc03b].

Servers [Ano03f, Bau02, McC90, Nor02, SKB00, BBHL08, CDV+94, GK97, Hun99, Hun02a, KPT+02, Mly09, Pon05a, TB05, Won98, Pon05b, Chr98].

Service [Coc01b, KLK+02, Fac02, KWDB06, Neu00, Van05, Wei97, WB06].

Services [Ano03f, Bau02, CC90, Nor02, SKB00, BBHL08, CDV+94, GK97, Hun99, Hun02a, KPT+02, Myo09, Pon05a, TB05, Won98, Pon05b, Chr98].

Setting [Pas88, Pug92, Siv01, FM02].

SEU [Nis01c].

Seven [Mee95, Hun99, Tox07].

Seventh [IEE91b].

several [Mud97].

SGI [Ano03f].

Shared [HCF+94, GMTW08].

shared-memory [GMTW08].

Sharing [Bou78, CLFL94, CK87, Cro78, DHM78, Fra78, JR78, JL78, KLO78, LMT78, LB78, Lyc78, LC78, MPT78, MCM78, NP78, Pek78, Rlt7, RT74, RT78, Rut78, RJL78, RT79, RT01, Row78, Tho78, WSS78, FL80, RT73a, RT3b, Rlt80, Rit84, SS95].

Shell [PH01].

Shell [AA86, Ari92, Art86, Art90, Art94, Blu11, BK89, Bou78, Bu04, Com94a, Car99, Col94, Dav97, Die11, Fio04, FG03, Hol87b, Int93, Jol05, KW90, KW03, May01, Mic08, NR95, NR98, OLC91, OLC92, QH01, Rei03, RB05, RB06, Ros91, Ros93a, Ros94a, Smi06a, Smi06c, Sou94, Tan00, TR94, Val92b, Vic98, Ame93, Ano00c, AB97, BL96, BLU08, Dw04, Ell80, FJWA05, KW85, MM86, MOC3, NR05, OP01, OLC01, Pet09, Sch90, Sec08, Shu83, Ano85, BS01, BLa02, Bla04, May01].

Shell-Programmierung [RB06, May01].

Shellcoder [AK+07].

Shells [Lut99, Qui99, Qui97, Qui00, Qui02, Qui05].

Sheru [MO01].

Shi [PWC00].

Shifts [Cas94].

Ships [Ano02b, Ano03e].

short [IEE91b].

should [Bar01b].

SIAM [ACM97].

sich [Lin02a].

sichern [DLvG07].

Sicherheit [Bra04].

Siever [Sch04].

Signal [Ano95f, Bai99, Rem97, She03].

Signals [We88].

Silicon [Ano02c].

Silk [SGWP02].

Similar [IK83].

Similar-String [IK83].

Simple [Cox07, JP17, Law98, RRW84, War88, CKM06, CKM14, Lev98, PCD92].

simplified [ZL10].

Simply [CTJ99, Ano95c].

Simulating [LC90].

Simulation [LWL05, MRK90, LWL06].

Singapore [Ano06a].

Singh [Ano94a].

Single [CLFL94, Coc03a, Jos97, The02].

Single-Address-Space [CLFL94].

SINIX [BB86].

sins [Tox07].

SIRIO [CBV93].

sistema [RO01, VD01].

Site [HR91].

Sixth [LT80].

size [THB06].

Sizes [Pug92].

Size [DeV00].

skills [Gri14].

Slackware [LCJH05, Wal95c].

slightly [Mon95].

Slippery [SRTH15].

Sloan [Nag05].

Slope [SRTH15].

Slow [CPJ+98, Gra04].

Small [Lat02, SH99a, SAN08, DH02].

Smalltalk [Cox83].

SmartList [Sch98].

SMB [Lei00].

Smileys [SD93].

SNORT [Reh03, BF03, SK10].

Snow [SGWP02].

Society [CPJ+98].

Socket [But02a, Gay00b, CS93, CS96b, Wal01c].

Sockets [Ste98, SFRO4, ZG96].

Soft [Ano92c, CN97].

Software [Ano94i, Ano98c, Anoxx, Lin02b, Lin02c, Ano02c, Arc93, BBHL18, BG97, Bra98, CPJ+98, Coc01b, CW15a, CW15b, Ded09].
DP95, DuB93, Fra83, Gin83, Hol02, HKM+85, Hor90a, Jam09, Jor04, KP99, Kri95, Kro99, Leh95, LO97, Lat99, Mae83, NR03, Pon04, San98, Ste01f, Uni96a, Uni96b, YK15, Ano95e, Ano03d, Apo87, BW96, CH96, Cus04, Don04, Eck91, FRRJ07, Gai83, Ger03, Goe07, HG999, Ho05, IEE94c, Iec83, IF10, Kop05, LL93a, Sal98, Sch95, Sb08, Way00, WMK+07, WT91, Zbo1, Lin02b, Ano02b, Ano03d, Ano03f, Kro99, PH87.

Source-Level [SPS+02]. sourcebook [Lev02]. Source [Coo10]. Sources [Vol97]. sous [Bla02, Bla04, Dup05]. Space [CLFL94, Coo3b, Gar97, Nis01a, Nis01b, Nis01c, Nis03]. spam [Zdz05]. Spanish [VD01, RO01]. SPARC [Cat91, Coc94, Coc98, Wil98]. Sparc64 [ST03]. spatial [DD05]. SpatialStats [KVCS98]. Speaking [Bar00c]. Spec [Bar00b]. Special [BN01, Ken90, Kuo98, SRBB99, TGB95, TG96, IEE03]. specialization [DDD+05]. species [DD05]. Specification [AS90, Coc03a, Coc03c, Coc03b, Hei95, ISO05, RAMP94, SA93b, ACS98, HRS+10, Jos97, The02]. specifications [LL95]. Specs [Nis01a]. speed [AOAH14]. Spell [Bar00c]. SpotLighting [Ano06a]. Springs [IEE94b]. Spy [Bar01b, St089, St090]. SQL [Fre98, Tar89]. Squeeze [St04]. SSH [DLvG07, BS01, Dw04, Duc12, Luc18b]. SSH-Buch [DLvG07]. Stabilität [Bra04]. Stability [Bra04]. Standard [Ame89, Arc93, BBH18, Bec06, Bec07, Coc01b, Hal00, Hel03, IEE86, IEE88, ISO05, Jae89a, Jae91, Jae94a, Jae94b, Jos99, Jos12, Kar06, Ree06b, RAMP94, Tho92, Ye05, Ame93, Ame94, Ano93j, Ano94h, Ban88, Gk97, Gl92, IEE91c, IEE92a, IEE92b, Lew91, Mat85, Sak97, Sea09, Zlo91, BDD91, LK00, MT93, Pla92]. Standardization [Bar01b, Eck91, RS14]. Standards [Ano92e, Ano93k, BJ93, Dun91b, Gar99, Isa86, Law98, PK05, Pug88a, QW93, Ano90b, DDL94, Kutt02, LL93a, LL93b, Mee95, SG97b, Wsu94]. star [FGP+91].

StarCh [Jen05]. StarOffice [Hab01, JH00, Lew01, Mee99, WT99]. start
BMS95, BBM85, Bok95, Bou78, BB93, BDD+06, Com94a, Com94e, Cam04, CDD00, CDD+05, CLFL94, Che87, Chr83a, Chr88a, CR94, Chr83b, Chr88b, Chr90, CN97, Chu98, Cof90, CK78, CBV93, Cro78, Cur89, Cur90, Cur92, DKM96, Doc03, DHHM78, DB95, DS00, Ern11, Far90, FHS91, Fra78, Fri91, Fri03, Gag01, GMM90, Geh86, Geh87, G+06a, GVK+03, GT92d, GC94, Gra89b, Gra99b, Gre02, GGZ02, HCF94, HP98, HS87b, Hei95, HSM03, HBG+06a, uRH95, uRH96, Hiu96, HKM+85, HG95b, HL85, How01, HK89, Hun00c, HH91, IBM88, Int90, Int93, IEE86, IEE88, IF92, System [JDB09, JF12, JR78, JL78, Kap99, KC75, KLO78, Ker89, Koc87, KC98, KKF+84, Kro99, Ku99, LMKQ90, LMKQ89b, Lou90a, Lou90b, LADADL14, LMT78, LB78, Lyc78, LC78, MDAD+14, Mar84, MM83a, MM90a, MM83b, MM90b, MPT78, MJLF84, MBKQ96, MN90, MNNW15, MCM78, McN92, Mer01, Mic08, Mik90, Mor82, MvT+90, ML02a, Nat94, NP78, NSS89a, NSSH95, NSS+01, NSS89b, Nye95, O+98, Ass99a, P+08, Pas88, Pek78, PK84, Pon98, Pon99b, Pon99a, Pon01, PM87, Pug90c, QSP85, Rag93, Raj00, RRP+08, Ran96, RW84, Rib89, Rit71, RT74, RT78, Rit78, RJL78, RT79, Rit80, RT01, Roc82, RRF90, Ros96, RO92, Rov78, SG06, San07, Sat89, Sch90, SG09, SA93b, Sha00a, SGG05, SG90, Sob89, Sob91, Sbo95, Sto80, SCK86]. System [Sun96, TY82a, TY82b, Tho78, TSP93a, TSP94, TSP93b, Ves88, WMP84, WMP92, War88, WMMK+07, Wei98, WL97, Win01, WSS87, WK85, X/O89c, ZST+07, Ame94, AT07, An01, An90b, An90c, An09a, An000c, Apo87, AAB+05, AR07, BGG93, Ber86, Bin88, Bhn09, BHK+84, BCP93, Cal06, Cal08, Cal09, CE88, Cer96, Cha97, CHRC95, Che99, Che02, Che75, Chr87, CK06b, Col02, Col84, CJB92, Com12, CKM06, CKM14, DeR97, Don04, EEK+04, EC89, Ewi86, Fed84, FRRJ07, FMM84, FL80, FSS99, FF88, FHR84, Gat01, GL88, Gia99, GJ08, GM84, Han01, HG99, HG95a, HBG+06a, Hor02, IEE92a, IEE92b, JHT+07, KWD06, Ker10, KCTT06, Kom96, KAS+06, Kra95, LM91, LGJS91, Lit88, Liu11, LS87, Lov07, LCH+81, MM00, Max02, Mi78, Nat88, NSHW10, ODH+85, Par00, PT98, PTS01]. System [dJPDD84, Pon96, Pon97b, Pon97c, Pon03, Pon05a, Pon05b, RRP+07, Reh00, RT73a, RT73b, Rit84, RÖ01, Ros90, RHP+07, RRH+08, SHN97, Son87, SS01, SS02, SS00, Tay03, TGF88, Th92, TPS98, Too11, Tut83, VD01, VSC+10, VR00, We97, Win93a, Win93b, Win00, WCHS93, Ygg94, AT&T+86m, AT&T+86k, AT&T+86n, AT&T+86l, Ano85, AS90, ACS98, Bar91b, Bar94, CMR+90, C90, C90, CG90, DF94, DD90, FM84, Fla91, GKM90, Get91, GGL03, GRA89a, HLHR90, Hel90b, JR93, Joh92, Jon89, Ken90, Ki96, KKF+84, Kri91, Man91, Man93a, Man93b, Mik92, MP92, Nat90, New92, Nye90b, Nye90c, OCL88, PS94, Par93, PH98, PH99, QO90, Q91, QO93a, QO93b, SG88, SG90, SGFR90, SG92, SG97a, SG97b, Sm91, Swe01b, Sw91, Top90b, Wri90]. System [YP92]. System- [Kuo99]. System-administration [FSS99]. System-driven [FRRJ07]. System-wide [CDD+05]. System/370 [FMM84]. System/6000 [CMR+90]. system/C [FF88]. System/U [KKF+84]. Systemadministration [HS04]. Systeme [BBJ86, Jor04, WF03, Jor04]. Systemen [Kuo99]. SystemMirror [Q+11]. Systemoptimierung [Luc03b]. Systemprogrammierung [Her99]. Systems [ACM03, An08, An93i, An93m, An94i, Bar86, Bas87, B91, BD94, B01, Buy99, Cam04, CEC+96, Che87, CG95b, C03b, CP86, Cur96, Doe11, Dun91, E88, Gal00, GC94, Gra06c, GGZ02, HKS+04, Isa86, Jor04,
Jos95, LS90, Mil84, NCNS82, NZW+02, Nor02, Ope94, QW93, Ram88, RR03b, Roc82, Rod90a, Rod9b, Rob78, SRTH15, SCH94, SD95, Sto88, TW97, Tan08, TOML04, TNY92, TNY94, Wal95d, Wei82, Woe02, Yag03, ZST+07, dSvDLT02, Tho05, AEG+91, AC11, Ano94b, Ano95c, Ano95g, Bac84, Bar91a, BK13, Bro97, BCE+93, Bun76, Cha96, CG95a, CK06a, Com00, CP01, CP02, DH02, DDL94, Don04, DuC94, EP87a, EP87b, GMTW08, Had04, IEE91b, IEE94c, Jan06b, Jou86, KD94, Kha02, LL93b, Lev02, Luc05, Lun96, Mel87, NIS92, NV06, O'G01].

**Systems** [Olk03, PC01, Pon94, Pon05b, RLB08, Sin07, Tan87, Tan01, THB06, TW06, Tan10, Tee05, Wis03, YSC+06, ZG96, Ano98c, Anoxx, Kro99, You89, You90b].

**Systems-on-chip** [Don04].

**Tachyon** [NSI+92].

**Teach** [CS99, MB00, RBHB99, Til95, Art99, Bal99, CCB00, Gay99, Hsi01, LH00, Ray99a, SBR01, TA98, Tay03, Tay06, UT03, WT99, Wel99a].

**Teaching** [Gra00c, Shu06, CKM06, CKM14, NV06].

**Teams** [GS12, Ano03c].

**Technical** [Cat91, Hid04, Lee92, LK76, LK77, Mik90, OH05, Wal92].

**Techniques** [GS01, GS02, HSM03, Reh03, Smi06b, Stu01, TR94, Tho68, War58, ALSU07, Bes05, Bun76, Fer04, Fri97, Ham07, Kra05, L+11, MMG07, Mol14, MS95, PF05, Stu04, TSCO2, ZL10].

**Technologies** [Ano98c, Ano03d, Ano03f].

**Technology** [Cus04, HN01, KJG+98, Kro99, Ame93, Ano94, Ano95f, Cor05b, Int90, Int93, IEE91c, IEE92a, IEE92b, MW08, Wal01b].

**technologia** [Cor05b].

**tecnologia** [ZB01].

**Teixeira** [Wei93].

**tekunikku** [Sas91].

**telemetry** [FGP+91].

**Template** [BFKS93].

**Template-Driven** [BFKS93].

**Templates** [Xia97].

**Test** [Ano02b, Bri05b, Coc03c, ITC93, Kro99, Lew99b, IEE91c, LL95].

**Testing** [AH11, AD89, DiM00, Lut99, MM06a, MCM06, Rob82, SCK86, DDL94, ITC93, LL93a, LL93b].

**Tests** [MSSvK08].

**Testament** [PR96, W+95].

**Text** [BR87, CPJ+98, DO87, DF00, Fin91, Hew90, KMKO92, MCM78, Mil84, Mud97, SBA92a, SBA92b, Smi06b, Sta89, Chr87, GGZ02, NT05, PT93].

**textbook** [FG03, May01, SKS01].

**Textdateien** [GGZ02].

**Textmusterverarbeitung** [Sta89].

**textual** [Hor90b].

**Textverarbeitung** [Sta97, Str94].

**Textual** [Sta04].

**their** [DD05].

**them** [ITC93].

**themed** [Ame09].

**theory** [AV95, Had04].

**There** [CPJ+98, Sta04].

**Thermal** [XZY+10].

**Thermal-Aware** [XZY+10].

**Thing** [CPJ+98].

**Things**
Thinking [Sov92].

Third [Loz05b, TRS18].

Third-Party [Loz05b].

Thomas [Kad95b, Kad95a, Koh06, Wei93].

Thompson [Ano11, CUH99].

through [Lov10].

those [Mud97].

Thou [Dec04].

thread [SS95].

Threads [Alf94, GMB93, LB96, Nor96, But97, RR03b].

Threaten [Gar97].

Tiger [JR05, Pog05, Tay05, Top05, TSM +06].

til [Kri91].

Tilson [Ano95c].

Time [Abb03, Ano92d, Ano92e, Bou78, CK78, Cro78, DHM78, Don02, Fra78, Gal91, Gal92, HSM03, Isa86, JR78, JL78, KLO78, LMT78, LB78, Lyc78, LC78, Mar04, MPT78, MCM78, NP78, Nis01b, PKN02, Pek78, Rit71, RT74, RT78, Rit87, RJL78, RT79, Rit80, RT01, Roy78, Tho78, WSS78, WM00, Ano93h, Ano93a, Ano94h, Ano95h, CG95a, Fer04, FL80, FPG9, GMTW08, HST08, IEE91b, IEE94c, Nac98, RLBO8, RT73a, RT73b, Rit84, Rze93, SJP +09, She03, Wai95, IEE91b, Law98, Epp00b, Nis03, She03, HST08].

Time-Saving [HSM03].

Time-Sharing [Bou78, CK78, Cro78, DHM78, Fra78, JR78, JL78, KLO78, LMT78, LB78, Lyc78, LC78, MPT78, MCM78, NP78, Pek78, Rit71, RT74, RT78, Rit87, RJL78, RT79, RT01, Roy78, Tho78, WSS78, Rit80, FL80, RT73a, RT73b, Rit84].

timeliness [RLBO8].

Times [Lin02b, Lin02c].

TimeSys [Ano03g].

Tiniest [Bar00c].

Tiny [Coc03c, Yue01, Bar00c, SAN08, Kas14].

Tips [HSM03, Jae86, Lav04, RRF93, RRH94, Smi06b, Stu01, Bes05, Fer04, Fli03, Ran04, Ran06, Ree06b, Stu04].

tishisu [MO01].

titans [Way00].

tively [Tip92].

Tk [Ame95, Bla02, Bla04, HM98, Inf95, Ous94, SSC95, Wa97, Wa95b, We95, We97, We98, Wel00, WJH03, ZK05, Zim98].

TLB [ST03].

together [IEE91b].

Tolerance [BBG +89].

Tolerant [BW94a].

Tom [Swa00b].

Too [Smi06b].

Tool [Ano98c, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano03f, Ano03g, Jen02, Kro99, Lit80, MK04, SB02, WB92, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, FSS99, Inc83, Lei95, Lei96a, Lei96b, MM06b, NT05].

Toolbox [Hun85, NC08, MNC09].

Toolkit [AS90, JW99, Lih94, NO90a, NO90b, NO92, NO93, OR90b, Ous94, Pon98, Pon99a, Pon01, Ser00, Sha00a, Wol04b, Wol04a, ACS98, Bro02, KVM +09, Pon03, SML06, SVV92, Kim95, PCD92].

toolkits [Ano03e, Smi91].

Tools [Ano98c, Cha06, Fla94, GS00, GL94, Hol92, JL78, JL87a, JL87b, Jor04, Ker84, Ker85, Ker89, Kro99, Law04, POL93, POL +97, PPO +02, PPO +03, SW99, SN97, Sou94, Spi05, Sta89, Win02b, Wol04b, Zwa95, dFAAW90, ALSU07, AC11, Ano95g, Ano00c, Ano03d, BW96, DF91, Fli03, F97, Fri97, Gai83, GGZ02, JPO92, L +11, MM00, Max00, MMG07, Mol14, N97, POL94, Pet88, PB09, PH87, Ran04, Ran06, RR +03, Ros00, Smi03b, Web95, AT&T86i, AT&T86j, Bea98, GGZ02, Fla90].

Toolset [Ano02b, Ano03e, McC92, ZK05].

top [Ang97, Ang99, RFS05, RFS06].

top-down [Ang97, Ang99, RFS05, RFS06].

TOP100 [EEK +04].

Totally [Ric94a].

TotalStorage D +04].

Tour [Cus92, Joh83].

Toys [Zwa95, NW03, Neg06b].

Trace [MZG14, ODH +85].

trace-driven [ODH +85].

traceability [N97].

Tracing [Gra01, GM11, MGMMI10].

Track [New92].

Tracking [She06, Sto89, Sto90].

tradition [dBB08].

Training [Jae00a, Kom00, Kom02, QB01, Wel98, Stu05b].

Transaction [HKS +04].

Transactional [RRP +08, RRP +07, RHP +07, RH +08].

Transactions [St96].

TransBase [Kem91].

Transfer [dC87, Jan03, HH04].

transformations [FRRJ07, YHR92].

Transistor [Bar00c].

Transition [Dun91a].

Translation [AK85].

Transmission [PNK02].

Transparent [ZG96, MHS02, ST03].

trauma [HK05].

Transportable [SS93].
[BHK+84, BBG+89, BW94a, Bou78, Bou90a, Bou97, BHM98, Bou90b, BRW89, BB93, Bro97, Bro98, BBP99, Bv92, BH97a, BH97b, CE88, Car89, Car04, Cha97, Cha96, CHRG95, Che99, Che02, Chr83a, Chr87, Chr88a, CR94, Chr83b, Chr88b, Chr90, CN97, Coc01a, Coc01c, Coc03a, Cod66, Cof90, CK78, Col84, Cor05b, Cra93, Cro78, Cur89, Cur90, Cur92, CT94, Dal99, Das01, Dav97, Dav00, Daw86, DG91, DiM00, DHM78, DO87, DF91, DB95, DuC94, Dun91b, Dun91a, Dys96, Env97a, Env97b, ET88, ET92, EPS7a, EPS7b, Far90, FG91, Fed84, FMM84, Fie88, FHS91, Flo90, FG03, For90, FJ97, Fox85, FF88, Fra83, Fra78, Fre90, Fre98, FHR84, FPG89, Gan95, Gar97, GS94, GW98, GS96, Gay00a, Gay93, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, GT92a, GT92c].
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